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An extraordinary biography. A gallery of astonishing work. The legacy of a madman. Philadelphia, the late 1870s. A city of gas lamps, cobblestone streets,
and horse-drawn carriages—and home to the controversial surgeon Dr. Spencer Black. The son of a grave robber, young Dr. Black studies at Philadelphia’s
esteemed Academy of Medicine, where he develops an unconventional hypothesis: What if the world’s most celebrated mythological beasts—mermaids,
minotaurs, and satyrs—were in fact the evolutionary ancestors of humankind? The Resurrectionist offers two extraordinary books in one. The first is a
fictional biography of Dr. Spencer Black, from a childhood spent exhuming corpses through his medical training, his travels with carnivals, and the
mysterious disappearance at the end of his life. The second book is Black’s magnum opus: The Codex Extinct Animalia, a Gray’s Anatomy for mythological
beasts—dragons, centaurs, Pegasus, Cerberus—all rendered in meticulously detailed anatomical illustrations. You need only look at these images to realize
they are the work of a madman. The Resurrectionist tells his story.
Learn to: Increase your reading speed and comprehension Use speed techniques for any type of reading material Improve your silent reading skills Recall
more of what you read The fun and easy way® to become a more efficient, effective reader! Want to read faster — and recall more of what you read? This
practical, hands-on guide gives you the techniques you need to increase your reading speed and retention, whether you're reading books, e-mails,
magazines, or even technical journals! You'll find reading aids and plenty of exercises to help you read faster and better comprehend the text. Yes, you can
speed read — discover the skills you need to read quickly and effectively, break your bad reading habits, and take in more text at a glance Focus on the
fundamentals — widen your vision span and see how to increase your comprehension, retention, and recall Advance your speed-reading skills — read
blocks of text, heighten your concentration, and follow an author's thought patterns Zero in on key points — skim, scan, and preread to quickly locate the
information you want Expand your vocabulary — recognize the most common words and phrases to help you move through the text more quickly Open the
book and find: Tried-and-true techniques from The Reader's Edge® program How to assess your current reading level Tools and exercises to improve your
reading skills Speed-reading fundamentals you must know Helpful lists of prefixes, suffixes, roots, and prime words A speed-reading progress worksheet
Exercises for eye health and expanded reading vision Tips for making your speed-reading skills permanent
This multi-disciplinary book is the first to investigate the significance of Kiribati coconut fiber armor and explore the histories surrounding its presence in UK
museum collections.
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Slow Violence and the Environmentalism of the Poor
A Complete Pictorial Guide
Corcoran Gallery of Art
The Resurrectionist
Bird Taxidermy
"This manual contains overview information on treatment technologies, installation practices, and past performance."--Intro.
After her curiosity is piqued by a safari gone awry, a journalist delves into the curious world of taxidermy and shares her findings. It s easy to dismiss taxidermy as a kitschy
or morbid sideline, the realm of trophy fish and jackalopes or an anachronistic throwback to the dusty diorama. Yet theirs is a world of intrepid hunter-explorers, eccentric
naturalists, and gifted museum artisans, all devoted to the paradoxical pursuit of creating the illusion of life. Into this subculture of passionate animal-lovers ventures
journalist Melissa Milgrom, whose journey stretches from the anachronistic family workshop of the last chief taxidermist for the American Museum of Natural History to the
studio where an English sculptor, granddaughter of a surrealist artist, preserves the animals for Damien Hirst s most disturbing artworks. She wanders through Mr. Potter s
Museum of Curiosities in the final days of its existence to watch dealers vie for preserved Victorian oddities, and visits the Smithsonian s offsite lab, where taxidermists
transform zoo skins into vivacious beasts. She tags along with a Canadian bear trapper and former Roy Orbison impersonator̶the three-time World Taxidermy
Champion̶as he resurrects an extinct Irish elk using DNA studies and Paleolithic cave art for reference; she even ultimately picks up a scalpel and stuffs her own squirrel.
Transformed from a curious onlooker to an empathetic participant, Milgrom takes us deep into the world of taxidermy and reveals its uncanny appeal. Hilarious but
respectful. ̶Washington Post Engrossing. ̶New Yorker [A] delightful debut . . . Milgrom has in Still Life opened up a whole world to readers. ̶Chicago Tribune
Milgrom s lively account will appeal to readers who enjoyed Mary Roach s quirky science books. ̶Library Journal
Businesses today want actionable insights into their data̶they want their data to reveal itself to them in a natural and user‒friendly form. What could be more natural than
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human language? Natural‒language search is at the center of a storm of ever‒increasing web‒driven demand for human‒computer communication and information
access. SQL Server 2008 provides the tools to take advantage of the features of its built‒in enterprise‒level natural‒language search engine in the form of integrated
full‒text search (iFTS). iFTS uses text‒aware relational queries to provide your users with fast access to content. Whether you want to set up an enterprise‒wide Internet or
intranet search engine or create less ambitious natural‒language search applications, this book will teach you how to get the most out of SQL Server 2008 iFTS: Introducing
powerful iFTS features in SQL Server, such as the FREETEXT and CONTAINS predicates, custom thesauruses, and stop lists Showing you how to optimize full‒text query
performance through features like full‒text indexes and iFilters Providing examples that help you understand and apply the power of iFTS in your daily projects
Story of a Drunken Girlhood
History, Construction and Educational Role
Animals in Space
Famous Business Fusions
The Breakthrough Fish Painting Encyclopedia
Beginner Taxidermy
Curious about Nature
The Breakthrough Bird Taxidermy ManualWildlife Artist Supply CompanyBird TaxidermyThe Breakthrough Waterfowl & Bird Finishing ManualManual of TaxidermyA
Complete Guide in Collecting and Preserving Birds and MammalsGood Press
The International Handbook of Virtual Learning Environments was developed to explore Virtual Learning Environments (VLE’s), and their relationships with digital, in
real life and virtual worlds. The book is divided into four sections: Foundations of Virtual Learning Environments; Schooling, Professional Learning and Knowledge
Management; Out-of-School Learning Environments; and Challenges for Virtual Learning Environments. The coverage ranges across a broad spectrum of
philosophical perspectives, historical, sociological, political and educational analyses, case studies from practical and research settings, as well as several
provocative "classics" originally published in other settings.
'You live in a love story set in the midst of a very real war...' What Wild at Heart did for men, and Captivating did for women, LOVE & WAR will do for married couples
everywhere. John and Stasi Eldredge have contributed quintessential works on Christian spirituality for men and women separately but now they turn their focus to
the incredible union between those two forces - marriage. With refreshing openness, the Eldredges discuss their own marriage and the insights they've gained from
the challenges they've faced. Both speak independently to the reader about what they've learnt, giving their guidance personal immediacy and balanced male and
female perspectives. John and Stasi begin LOVE & WAR with an obvious but necessary acknowledgement: marriage is fabulously hard. For every minute of happy
delirium, there are equal amounts of disappointment and frustration and a sense that we've been deluded, that this isn't the marriage we dreamed of. Once we
admit this, we are free to accept the great adventure of marriage; working together through strength gained from our own individual relationships with God, rather
than looking to each other for happiness.
Mobile Museums
Stuffed Animals: A Modern Guide to Taxidermy
The Case Against Big Tech
status and needs
LITTLE GIRL LOST CRIME THRILLE
The Larousse Book of Bread
80 Recipes to Make at Home
This book brings together in a unique perspective aspects of natural history dioramas, their history, construction and rationale, interpretation and educational importance, from a number of different countries,
from the west coast of the USA, across Europe to China. It describes the journey of dioramas from their inception through development to visions of their future. A complementary journey is that of visitors and
their individual sense making and construction of their understanding from their own starting points, often interacting with others (e.g. teachers, peers, parents) as well as media (e.g. labels). Dioramas have
been, hitherto, a rather neglected area of museum exhibits but a renaissance is beginning for them and their educational importance in contributing to people’s understanding of the natural world. This volume
showcases how dioramas can reach a wide audience and increase access to biological knowledge.
Already the most comprehensive guide ever for desert and oasis travel in Egypt west of the Nile, The Western Desert of Egypt: An Explorer's Handbook has now been fully revised and updated for the latest
generation of twenty-first century desert adventurers. Fully illustrated with some 50 maps and plans and over 270 drawings, the guide covers both the natural history and the human history of the desert and the
oases. It then explores chapter by chapter the oases of Kharga, Dakhla, Farafra, Bahariya, Fayoum, and Siwa, and the desert areas of al-Diffa (the northern, semiarid edge of the desert), the Darb al-Arbain
caravan route in the south, and Uwaynat (including Gilf Kebir) in the southwest. Descriptions of routes, sites, people, and places are complemented by practical information on places to stay, eat, and fill your
gas tank. Global positioning system (GPS) waypoints are provided as an aid to navigation on many routes--though for the sake of conservation and the protection of unguarded antiquities they are not given for
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remote sites. Almost encyclopedic in its scope, this is the one guide that belongs on the bookshelf, dashboard, or rucksack of every Western Desert traveler.
Mobile Museums presents an argument for the importance of circulation in the study of museum collections, past and present. It brings together an impressive array of international scholars and curators from a
wide variety of disciplines – including the history of science, museum anthropology and postcolonial history - to consider the mobility of collections. The book combines historical perspectives on the circulation
of museum objects in the past with contemporary accounts of their re-mobilisation, notably in the context of Indigenous community engagement. Contributors seek to explore processes of circulation historically
in order to re-examine, inform and unsettle common assumptions about the way museum collections have evolved over time and through space. By foregrounding questions of circulation, the chapters in Mobile
Museums collectively represent a fundamental shift in the understanding of the history and future uses of museum collections. The book addresses a variety of different types of collection, including the botanical,
the ethnographic, the economic and the archaeological. Its perspective is truly global, with case studies drawn from South America, West Africa, Oceania, Australia, the United States, Europe and the UK.
Mobile Museums helps us to understand why the mobility of museum collections was a fundamental aspect of their history and why it continues to matter today. Praise for Mobile Museums 'This book advances a
paradigm shift in studies of museums and collections. A distinguished group of contributors reveal that collections are not dead assemblages. The nineteenth and twentieth centuries were marked by vigorous
international traffic in ethnography and natural history specimens that tell us much about colonialism, travel and the history of knowledge – and have implications for the remobilisation of museums in the
future.’ – Nicholas Thomas, University of Cambridge 'The first major work to examine the implications and consequences of the migration of materials from one scientific or cultural milieu to another, it
highlights the need for a more nuanced understanding of collections and offers insights into their potential for future re-mobilisation.' – Arthur MacGregor
Microbicides for the Protection of Materials
Shut Up About Your Perfect Kid
The Complete Guide to Waterfowl Taxidermy
Don't Be Evil
International Handbook of Virtual Learning Environments
Glances Backward
Adventures in Taxidermy
A quirky, timely, and disturbingly beautiful how-to taxidermy guide, emphasizing ethical sourcing and personal expression Whether inspiration came from an exhibition at an edgy art gallery, a visit to the Natural History
Museum, or the sight of your crazy uncle’s jackalope, more and more people are opening up to the fun and wonder of taxidermy. A mix of art, science, and a touch of alchemy, taxidermy lets you engage with the natural
world in ways most other people don’t. In Stuffed Animals, Divya Anantharaman and Katie Innamorato demystify the practice, shatter the gross stereotypes, and make taxidermy accessible to anyone, anywhere. Committed
to ethical and sustainable sourcing, Anantharaman and Innamorato are part of the vanguard of young taxidermists who bring a sense of fun and experimentation to this old-school hobby. In their sold-out classes in
Brooklyn, they teach hundreds of taxidermy novices how to create mantle-worthy pieces out of small birds and mammals. Both a helpful how-to manual and a strangely captivating gift book, Stuffed Animals is the definitive
guide to a growing movement.
Where do startup founders and product developers get radical, high-value ideas? This book presents innovation behind-the-scenes stories from companies such as Apple, Airbnb, Coca-Cola, Google, P&G, Uber, and more.
It reveals where the ideas came from and provides guidance on how you, too, can combine unlikely ideas to create new offerings and startup ventures by integrating industries, fields, technologies, and people. Famous
Fusions discusses how an idea from one place, transported somewhere new, can lead to radically creative innovation. The book is replete with stories of lateral thinking or "fusion" that inspire you to think bigger, discover
deeper insights, sense real opportunities and craft high-value fusion. This book is essential reading for those interested in new inventions, innovation and entrepreneurship; business leaders and consultants involved in
innovation and new product or service development; and academics seeking material on business innovation and startups.
Step&hyphen;by&hyphen;step home baking recipes from France’s foremost culinary resource, Larousse, and Parisian master baker Éric Kayser. The Larousse Book of Bread features more than 80 home baking recipes
for breads and pastries from two of France’s most trusted authorities. From traditional Boule and Cob and specialty Ryes and Multigrains, to gluten&hyphen;free Organic Sour Doughs and Spelts and sweet Brioches,
Kayser’s easy&hyphen;to&hyphen;follow recipes feature detailed instructions and step&hyphen;by&hyphen;step photography. No matter if you are creating quick and simple Farmhouse Breads or gourmet treats like
Croissants and Viennese Chocolate Bread, with its unique structure and a comprehensive guide to techniques, ingredients and equipment, The Larousse Book of Bread is the ideal baking resource for both home cooks and
professionals.
The Breakthrough Whitetail Taxidermy Manual
An Anthology of American Homosexual Writing, 1830-1920
Collections in circulation
How to Prepare and Preserve Ducks and Geese
Small Mammal: How to Prepare and Mount a Squirrel in Three Days Including the Construction of a Manikin
The Breakthrough Waterfowl & Bird Finishing Manual
The Western Desert of Egypt

Garnering a vast amount of attention from young people and parents, and from book buyers across the country, Smashed became a media sensation and a New York Times bestseller. Eyeopening and utterly gripping, Koren Zailckas’s story is that of thousands of girls like her who are not alcoholics—yet—but who routinely use booze as a shortcut to courage and a stand-in for
good judgment. With one stiff sip of Southern Comfort at the age of fourteen, Zailckas is initiated into the world of drinking. From then on, she will drink faithfully, fanatically. In high school, her
experimentation will lead to a stomach pumping. In college, her excess will give way to a pattern of self-poisoning that will grow more destructive each year. At age twenty-two, Zailckas will
wake up in an unfamiliar apartment in New York City, elbow her friend who is passed out next to her, and ask, "Where are we?" Smashed is a sober look at how she got there and, after years
of blackouts and smashups, what it took for her to realize she had to stop drinking. Smashed is an astonishing literary debut destined to become a classic.
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A penetrating indictment of how today’s largest tech companies are hijacking our data, our livelihoods, our social fabric, and our minds—from an acclaimed Financial Times columnist and CNN
analyst WINNER OF THE PORCHLIGHT BUSINESS BOOK AWARD • NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY FOREIGN AFFAIRS AND EVENING STANDARD “Don’t be
evil” was enshrined as Google’s original corporate mantra back in its early days, when the company’s cheerful logo still conveyed the utopian vision for a future in which technology would
inevitably make the world better, safer, and more prosperous. Unfortunately, it’s been quite a while since Google, or the majority of the Big Tech companies, lived up to this founding
philosophy. Today, the utopia they sought to create is looking more dystopian than ever: from digital surveillance and the loss of privacy to the spreading of misinformation and hate speech to
predatory algorithms targeting the weak and vulnerable to products that have been engineered to manipulate our desires. How did we get here? How did these once-scrappy and idealistic
enterprises become rapacious monopolies with the power to corrupt our elections, co-opt all our data, and control the largest single chunk of corporate wealth—while evading all semblance of
regulation and taxes? In Don’t Be Evil, Financial Times global business columnist Rana Foroohar tells the story of how Big Tech lost its soul—and ate our lunch. Through her skilled reporting
and unparalleled access—won through nearly thirty years covering business and technology—she shows the true extent to which behemoths like Google, Facebook, Apple, and Amazon are
monetizing both our data and our attention, without us seeing a penny of those exorbitant profits. Finally, Foroohar lays out a plan for how we can resist, by creating a framework that fosters
innovation while also protecting us from the dark side of digital technology. Praise for Don’t Be Evil “At first sight, Don’t Be Evil looks like it’s doing for Google what muckraking journalist Ida
Tarbell did for Standard Oil over a century ago. But this whip-smart, highly readable book’s scope turns out to be much broader. Worried about the monopolistic tendencies of big tech? The
addictive apps on your iPhone? The role Facebook played in Donald Trump’s election? Foroohar will leave you even more worried, but a lot better informed.”—Niall Ferguson, Milbank Family
Senior Fellow at the Hoover Institution, Stanford, and author of The Square and the Tower
This authoritative catalogue of the Corcoran Gallery of Art's renowned collection of pre-1945 American paintings will greatly enhance scholarly and public understanding of one of the finest
and most important collections of historic American art in the world. Composed of more than 600 objects dating from 1740 to 1945.
Speed Reading For Dummies
A Complete Guide to Production & Marketing, Second Edition 2015
Seeing Like a State
Ideas that Revolutionized Industries
Kiribati Armour and Museum Collections
Onsite Wastewater Treatment Systems Manual
An Explorer's Handbook
Her breath rose and fell in fearful gasps but it was too late. She could already see what she dreaded most. The back seat was empty. Bye, bye, Mummy. When a
devoted teacher goes missing under suspicious circumstances and an actor is murdered at a local reservoir there's no obvious link between the cases. But as DI Robyn
Carter starts to delve deeper, her investigations lead her to Abigail, perfect wife and mother to beautiful little Izzy. What was Abigail's connection to the victims? And
why is she receiving threatening messages from an anonymous number? Robyn's instincts tell her there's a connection between these deaths, that it's personal, but
the last time she acted on impulse her fiancE was killed. To break this case and earn her place back on the force, she must learn to trust herself again - and fast. As
she inches closer to the truth, Izzy is abducted. Unless she can get to the killer in time, a little girl will die. Gripping, fast paced and nailbitingly tense, this serial
killer thriller will chill you to the bone. Perfect for fans of Angela Marsons, Rachel Abbott and Karin Slaughter.
A beautiful waterfowl source book for carvers, taxidermists, ornithologists, and waterfowl enthusiasts. Close-up photographs show detailed feather patterns, color,
and species information. Full species descriptions accompany these beautiful and important illustrations. A comprehensive state-by-state guide for observing the
waterfowl in natural habitats includes national and local wildlife refuges, zoos, and other preserves.
Notwithstanding the importance of modern technology, fieldwork remains vital, not least through helping to inspire and educate the next generation. Fieldwork has
the ingredients of intellectual curiosity, passion, rigour and engagement with the outdoor world - to name just a few. You may be simply noting what you see around
you, making detailed records, or carrying out an experiment; all of this and much more amounts to fieldwork. Being curious, you think about the world around you,
and through patient observation develop and test ideas. Forty contributors capture the excitement and importance of fieldwork through a wide variety of examples,
from urban graffiti to the Great Barrier Reef. Outdoor learning is for life: people have the greatest respect and care for their world when they have first-hand
experience of it.
Fighting Fibres
How Certain Schemes to Improve the Human Condition Have Failed
The Lost Work of Dr. Spencer Black
The Bison Producers' Handbook
A Handbook
Still Life
How to prepare and preserve ducks and geese.
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This book is chiefly intended for those who are using microbicides for the protection of materials. Another purpose is to inform teachers and students working on biodeterioration and to show today's technical
standard to those engaged in R&D activities in the microbicide field. When trying to classify, or to subclassify, material-protecting microbicides according to their mode of action, e.g. as membrane-active and
electrophilic active ingredients, it turned out that a clear assignment was not always possible. For that reason the author has resorted to chemistry's principle of classifying according to groups of substances
(e.g. alcohols, aldehydes, ketones, acids, esters, amides, etc.), thus providing the first necessary information about the micro bicides' properties. The description of the various groups of substances includes,
whenever possible, an outline of the mode and mechanism of action of the active ingredients involved. The effective use of microbicides presupposes knowledge of their character istics. That is why the
microbicides' chemico-physical properties, their toxicity, ecotoxicity, effectiveness, and effective spectrum are described in greater detail. As mentioned before, the characteristics of microbicides play an
important role. They have to be suited to the intended application to avoid detrimental effects on the properties and the quality of the material to be protected; also production processes in which microbicides
are used to avoid disturbances by microbial action must not be disturbed by the presence of those microbicides.
A four-month New York Times bestseller: This classic gay love story is as gripping and sexy today as when it was first published. Charlie Mills always played the role of the good grandson, and his
grandmother rewarded him for it handsomely in the form of all the gifts, money, and attention a boy could want. Entering college in the late 1930s, Charlie just has to keep doing what his grandmother expects
of him in order to continue to receive her gifts. He has to find a nice girl, get married, and have a few kids. Then one summer, he meets Peter Martin. Peter is everything that Charlie has ever wanted. Despite
all the obstacles, Charlie immediately craves and pursues Peter, who happily obliges him. As they grow closer, Charlie is forced to choose between two options: complying with the expectations of society and
family, or following the call of true love. In this, the first book of the Charlie & Peter Trilogy, Gordon Merrick creates an enduring portrait of two young men deeply in love, and the tribulations they endure to
express themselves and maintain their relationship.
A Passion for Fieldwork
Pro Full-Text Search in SQL Server 2008
Standard reference collections of forensic science materials
Love & War
Waterfowl Illustrated
A Survival Guide for Ordinary Parents of Special Children
American Paintings to 1945

This antiquarian book contains a complete guide to taxidermy, with information on skinning, stuffing, mounting, and preserving a variety of
animals and birds. It is written in simple, plain language and profusely illustrated. This timeless handbook is perfect for the newbies of
the craft and would make for a valuable item to any collection.
“One of the most profound and illuminating studies of this century to have been published in recent decades.”—John Gray, New York Times Book
Review Hailed as “a magisterial critique of top-down social planning” by the New York Times, this essential work analyzes disasters from
Russia to Tanzania to uncover why states so often fail—sometimes catastrophically—in grand efforts to engineer their society or their
environment, and uncovers the conditions common to all such planning disasters. “Beautifully written, this book calls into sharp relief the
nature of the world we now inhabit.”—New Yorker “A tour de force.”— Charles Tilly, Columbia University
Glances Backward brings together in one volume a broad selection of nineteenth-century and early twentieth-century American writings about
gay male love, including love stories, Westerns, ghostly tales, poetry, drama, essays, letters, and memoirs. Many of these works, such as The
Cult of the Purple Rose, the story of a gay alliance at 1890s Harvard, are reprinted here for the first time since their original
publication. Henry Blake Fuller’s “Allisonian Classical Academy” has until now been available only in manuscript form. In addition to works
by lesser-known authors, selections by Henry James, Herman Melville, Walt Whitman, Horatio Alger, Jr., Jack London, and Willa Cather are
included.
Manual of Taxidermy
The Blind Watchmaker
Natural History Dioramas
Mason Decoys
Why the Evidence of Evolution Reveals a Universe Without Design
The Breakthrough Fish Carving Manual
The Lord Won't Mind
AUTHORS’ DISCLAIMER: We are not in any way experts on parenting children with disabilities. Our goal is simply to share strategies that have worked for each of us in the event it may
help those in a similar situation. If you’re different from us (i.e., you are bright or of the perfect persuasion), we advise you not to try the following at home. On a “perfection-preoccupied
planet,” sisters Gina and Patty dare to speak up about the frustrations, sadness, and stigmas they face as parents of children with disabilities (one with Asperger’s syndrome, the other
with bipolar disorder). This refreshingly frank book, which will alternately make you want to tear your hair out and laugh your head off, should be required reading for parents of disabled
children. Shut Up About Your Perfect Kid provides wise and funny advice about how to: • Find a support group—either online or in your community • Ensure that your child gets the right
in-school support • Deal with people—be they friends, family members, or strangers—who say or do insensitive things to you or your child • Find fun, safe, and inclusive extracurricular
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activities for your child • Battle your own grief and seek professional help if you need it • Keep the rest of the family intact in moments of crisis
This book is as a detailed, but highly readable and balanced account of the history of animal space flights carried out by all nations, but principally the United States and the Soviet Union.
It explores the ways in which animal high-altitude and space flight research impacted on space flight biomedicine and technology, and how the results - both successful and disappointing
- allowed human beings to then undertake that same hazardous journey with far greater understanding and confidence. This complete and authoritative book will undoubtedly become
the ultimate authority on animal space flights.
“Slow violence” from climate change, toxic drift, deforestation, oil spills, and the environmental aftermath of war takes place gradually and often invisibly. Rob Nixon focuses on the
inattention we have paid to the lethality of many environmental crises, in contrast with the sensational, spectacle-driven messaging that impels public activism today.
A Complete Guide in Collecting and Preserving Birds and Mammals
From Research Rockets to the Space Shuttle
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